
Project: Napa Valley Winery  
After graduating from business school, John Wilson went to work for a Big Four accounting  firm 
in San Francisco. Because his hobby has always been wine making, when he had the 
opportunity a few years later he purchased five acres plus an option to buy 35 additional  acres 
of land in Napa Valley in northern California. He plans eventually to grow grapes on  that land 
and make wine with them. John knows that this is a big undertaking and that it  will require more 
capital than he has at the moment. However, he figures that if he persists,  he will be able to 
leave accounting and live full time from his winery earnings by the time he  is 40.  
 
Because wine making is capital-intensive and because growing commercial-quality grapes  with 
a full yield of five tons per acre takes at least eight years, John is planning to start small.  This is 
necessitated by both his lack of capital and his inexperience in wine making on a  large scale, 
although he has long made wine at home. His plan is first to plant the grapes on  his land to get 
the vines started. Then he needs to set up a small trailer where he can live on  weekends while 
he installs the irrigation system and does the required work to the vines,  such as pruning and 
fertilizing. To help maintain a positive cash flow during the first few  years, he also plans to buy 
grapes from other nearby growers so he can make his own label  wine. He proposes to market 
his wine through a small tasting room that he will build on this  land and keep open on 
weekends.  
 
To begin, John is going to use $10,000 in savings to finance the initial purchase of grapes  from 
which he will make his first batch of wine. He is also thinking about going to the Bank  of Napa 
and asking for a loan. He knows that if he goes to the bank, the loan officer will ask  for a 
business plan; so he is trying to pull together some numbers for himself first. This way  he will 
have a rough notion of the profitability and cash flow associated with his ideas  before he 
develops a formal plan with a pro forma income statement and balance sheet. He  has decided 
to make the preliminary planning for the next two years because the whole  process of 
producing his wine, from purchasing and crushing the grapes, to fermentation of  juice, and to 
finally bottling the wine, takes about a year. He will not start selling his wine  until the end of next 
year. John would like to estimate the profit over that period. His most  immediate task is to 
decide how much of the $10,000 should be allocated to purchasing grapes and other materials 
now. After his wine is bottled, he must decide how much he  should spend on advertising his 
winery in each of the four quarters in the second year.  
 
John decides to make the popular Sauvignon Blanc for his winery. Each bottle of the wine  uses 
$0.70 worth of grapes. All other materials cost $0.10 per bottle. He anticipates that his 
Sauvignon Blanc will sell for $7.00 per bottle in the next two years. Because John only has a 
small storage before he expands his winery, he has to sell the leftover of the first-year wine  at 
the end of the second year to a local reseller at a price of $0.50 per bottle in order to get 
storage room for wine produced in the second year.  
 
Besides the decisions about the number of bottles of Sauvignon Blanc to produce for the  next 
year, John must make estimates of the sales level for each quarter next year. The local 



wine-making association has told him that marketing is the key to success in any wine 
business; generally, demand is directly proportional to the amount of effort spent on  marketing. 
Thus, since John cannot afford to do any market research about sales levels due  to his lack of 
capital, he is pondering how much money he should spend to promote his  winery and his wine 
in each quarter. The wine-making association has given him a rule of  thumb that relates 
estimated demand to the amount of money spent on marketing. For  instance, they estimate 
that in each quarter for each 10 dollars spent on marketing, about 3  bottles of his Sauvignon 
Blanc can be sold. The initial funds for the advertising will come  from the $10,000 savings. 
Assume that the cash earned from wine sales in each quarter is  available in the next quarter.  
 
Part One: Capital Allocation 
 
 Now suppose you are in the position of John Wilson and you want to maximize the total 
profit in the next two years (as defined below). For simplicity, let’s ignore the tax expenses,  the 
holding cost for work-in-process and bottled wines, and the storage room capacity. Note  that 
an important constraint is that John wants to make the same quantity decision for grape 
purchase next year, so he has to make sure that there will be enough cash to buy the same 
amount of grapes at the end of the first year before the selling starts. In addition, John’s  winery 
is too small for him to charge any entrance fees, so his revenue will only come from  wine sales 
either in the tasting room or with the local reseller.  
 
Please follow the rule of thumb learned from the wine-making association in estimating  the 
demand and develop a spreadsheet linear programming model to help John decide how 
many grapes to buy and how much money to spend on marketing for the next two years. 

[Total profit = Year 2 Revenue - Year 1 Grape and Material Costs 
                                              - Year 2 Marketing cost] 
 
 Note:  The grape and material costs for year 2 is not included in the total profit, but John  needs 
to make sure that there is enough money left for marketing after paying the year 2  grape and 
material costs.  
 
Part Two: Demand Forecasting  
 
 After showing the business plan to the Bank of Napa, John learns that the loan officer is 
concerned about the rule of thumb that is used to estimate demand. The officer thinks that  the 
estimate is too ad hoc and unreliable. He asks John to consider the risk of demand  uncertainty 
and other factors that could influence the demand; for example, seasonality and  price level. 
Hence, John goes back to the wine-making association and asks for help from his  friends. He 
obtains a set of quarterly data that was surveyed from four other local wineries  in past five 
years. He also collects some data for other possible factors. All the information is  included in 
the accompanying MS Excel file (Napa_Valley_Winery.xlsx).  
 
  In addition to the data, John knows that the four wineries make different types of wines  and 



Winery A is the most similar to his winery in terms of the type of the wines they are  making. 
Thus, John can factor in the impact of his wine product in demand forecasting by  inserting the 
estimated impact for Winery A. John was also told that the four wineries have  been established 
for many years and they always have plenty of inventories in their cellars.  In other words, their 
sales numbers truly reflect their demands. What’s more, he is aware  that the brand name 
matters, so he assumes that his new winery can only capture 10% of the  demand predicted by 
this data set. 
 
Please help John forecast the demand in each of the four quarters in the second year by  using 
a linear regression model. Help him decide the appropriate factors to use based on  the data 
we have. Then use the data to estimate the regression model. Report both the  estimated linear 
function and the predicted demand in each of the four quarters in the  second year. 
 
Hints:  
1. Use dummy variables to capture the differences among different types of wines.  
2. Use dummy variables to capture the seasonality in demand.  
3. The purpose of this regression model is to predict.  
 
Part Three: Rethinking Production Quantity 
 
Note that the regression model can only give you the predicted mean (or average) demand 
given a set of predictor values. As suggested by the loan officer, John has to consider the 
impact of demand uncertainty. Hence, John needs to incorporate the errors associated with  the 
predictions.  
 
Suppose that John runs his own regression and finds out that the quarterly demand (D) 
depends on the marketing expense (M) in the following way (I am sure that these numbers  are 
different from your predictions in Part Two and may not be correct, but for the sake of  simplicity, 
let’s follow John’s prediction in this part):  
 
Quarter 1: D1 = 600 + 0.3 X M1  
Quarter 2: D2 = 700 + 0.3 X M2 
Quarter 3: D3 = 1200 + 0.3 x M3 
Quarter 4: D4 = 900 + 0.3 x M4 
 
John decides to spend $500 on marketing per quarter in the second year. He decides to 
reserve at least $500 for the first quarter. If he doesn’t have sufficient fund for the following 
quarters, he will spend as much as possible if there is still inventory left. Of course, no more 
money has to be spent on marketing if John’s wines are sold out.  
 
Assume that the true quarterly demands can be approximated by independent normal  random 
variables with the above means and the same standard deviation of 200. But the  caution is that 
demand cannot be negative and thus any negative value is treated as zero.  



 
Given the complexity of this problem, John feels that he needs simulation to find out the 
optimal production quantity in the first year that maximizes the total expected profit in the 
next two years. Please help John build up the simulation model in MS Excel and solve for  the 
optimal quantity subject to the capital constraint.  
 
Part Four: Executive Summary   
 
Summarize your results and discuss.  
 


